
HomePlay Suggestions 

 
Choose an emergent property from the list we created in our first 
Monday session. Create a movement exploration around this theme. 
How does this emergent property arise within a tablework session? 
 
Make a batch of ooblek (1 cups cornstarch, ½ cup water) and play 
with loading it in different ways … slow / fast, hard / soft, etc. What 
happens if you grab some ooblek in your fist and squeeze? What 
happens when you relax your fist? Imagine how body tissues behave 
in similar ways. How does playing with ooblek change your view of 
body tissues and how they respond movement and touch?  
 
Can you relate your experience with ooblek to tensegrity?  
 
When you visualize body tissues as changing phase how does your 
touch and movement change? How does your tablework change 
when you hold in your mind the concept of soft matter and phase 
changes rather than specific anatomical structures? 
 
I don’t have a video to show you the effects of vibration on ooblek. 
One of my biotensegrity colleagues demonstrated how ooblek 
becomes more liquid when vibration is applied. Are you curious about 
how various impulses we give to the body create phase changes in 
our soft matter? 
 
What movements give you the feeling of viscoelasticity?  
 
In one of your movement explorations play with changing where your 
mind is in terms of scale levels-- 

� Moving with your mind on your organism as a whole  
� You could also have your mind in the extra-cellular matrix and 

imagine that movement is reconditioning this tissue 
� Move for a bit with your mind in the integrins (interface between 

extra-cellular matrix and each cell) 
� Now move with your mind inside the cell, with the cytoplasm 

and with the cytoskeleton 
� And finally imagine that your movement is changing how cells 

function. 



How does your movement change through all these scale levels? 
 
Repeat this (above) exploration with touch. 
 
Practice using words from the Word Cloud. Practice connecting these 
words with an aspect of Trager. 
 

 

 

 
	


